Rapid Determination of Rice Cultivar Responses to the Sheath Blight Pathogen *Rhizoctonia solani* Using a Micro-Chamber Screening Method
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ABSTRACT


An accurate greenhouse screening method has not been developed previously to identify host response to sheath blight disease caused by *Rhizoctonia solani* Kühn that causes significant economic losses in rice yield worldwide. The unavailability of a robust screening system in the greenhouse has made it difficult to quantify disease reactions to *R. solani*, and has hampered studies on the genetics of resistance and plant breeding efforts to improve resistance. In an effort to develop a standardized laboratory micro-chamber screening method to quantify resistance to *R. solani* in rice, five rice cultivars, representing a wide range of observed disease reactions under field conditions, were examined in a blind inoculation test at three locations (Arkansas, Texas, and Colombia). Rice seedlings were inoculated at the three- to four-leaf stage with potato dextrose agar plugs containing mycelium and then covered with a 2- or 3-liter transparent plastic bottle for maintaining high humidity after inoculation. Two cultivars, Jasmine 85 and Lemont, that consistently have shown the highest and lowest levels of resistance, respectively, in previous field and greenhouse studies, were used as standards. Concurrent field experiments in Arkansas and Texas also were performed to compare the greenhouse disease ratings with those observed under field conditions. Overall, the relative disease ratings of the seven test cultivars were consistent between test locations and with field evaluations. Thus, the micro-chamber screening method can be used as an effective approach to accurately quantify resistance to the sheath blight pathogen under controlled greenhouse conditions and should help expedite the selection process to improve resistance to this important pathogen.
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Sheath blight disease caused by the soilborne necrotrophic fungal pathogen *Rhizoctonia solani* Kühn (teleomorph: *Thanatephorus cucumeris*) is one of the most destructive rice (*Oryza sativa* L.) diseases. Disease epidemics are favored by intensive production practices that include: deployment of semidwarf or leafy rice cultivars, use of high nitrogen inputs, and high seeding rates that encourage lush canopy growth (5,13). In the United States, sheath blight disease has been reported to cause yield losses up to 50% under environmental conditions favoring disease development (8,9,12).

Developing sheath-blight-resistant cultivars through conventional breeding has reached only limited success due to the lack of resistant adapted germplasm, the limited efficiency and effectiveness of available screening methods, and the polygenic nature of the resistance. For breeding purposes, replicated inoculated field nurseries are the most common means for evaluating overall responses to the pathogen. The field screening method requires more than 30 g of seed per genotype, large amounts of inoculum, high humidity conditions, and approximately 4 to 5 months to complete field evaluations and summarize the results. Disease ratings in the field are labor intensive and involve taking multiple assessments on disease severity from where the infections are initiated (the flood water level) up through the top of the canopy. Plot ratings are a visual average of the many plants observed in a plot. Results often are confounded by many variables, including fluctuations in environmental conditions and distribution of inoculum. Thus, plots are replicated in different years or locations because disease severity often is confounded by plant height, maturity date, plant architecture, and small differences in observed response are genetically significant, given that host resistance is a polygenic trait, controlled by several genes with relatively small individual effect (7,11,18).

A rapid and reproducible screening system that reduces environmental effects and is not confounded by plant phenotype is essential for quantifying resistance to the pathogen and helping to expedite the selection process to improve resistance. Furthermore, a more robust screening effort is critical to develop a better understanding of the genetics of resistance in rice. To date, a number of systems have been utilized to facilitate breeding for improved resistance to *R. solani*. These assays involved placing sclerotia, hyphae, or infested rice straw or grain on detached leaves or sheaths in vitro or inside the sheath, at the base of rice plants in a growth chamber or greenhouse (2,3,8,14–16). Even though these methods have been useful for some applications, they have not been standardized or widely adopted due to their inherent variability.

The objectives of this study were to develop a standardized robust screening method in the greenhouse to evaluate rice for resistance to *R. solani* and evaluate the reproducibility of the method at different locations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant materials and locations. All rice cultivars that can be grown in Arkansas and Texas with known disease reactions to
the sheath blight pathogen were used in a blind evaluation test (entry 1, ‘Cypress;’ entry 2, ‘Rosemont;’ entry 3, ‘Pecos;’ entry 4, ‘Cocodrie;’ and entry 5, ‘TeQing’). Because no source of complete resistance has been identified in cultivated rice, cultivar susceptibility in this study was measured relative to the moderately resistant standard, ‘Jasmine 85,’ and to ‘Lemont,’ a highly susceptible standard (1.6). The cultivars were coded and seed from a single source (to ensure genetic identity and minimize seed-quality effects on the study) was delivered to all test locations: Dale Bumpers National Rice Research Center (DB NRRC) Arkansas; International Center for Tropical Agriculture, Colombia, and the United States Department of Agriculture–Agricultural Research Service (USDA-ARS), Texas.

**Pathogen isolates.** The isolate of *R. solani* (RR0140-1), which had a slower-growing phenotype than most typical wild-type isolates (Y. Wamishe and Y. Jia, unpublished), was selected among 102 isolates collected from rice fields in Arkansas because it produced consistent disease reactions on standard cvs. ‘Jasmine 85’ and ‘Lemont’ in Arkansas. An isolate recovered from symptomatic plants in Texas (TMR-1) and Colombia (Tol 2399-1) was used in the screening tests at these locations. Inoculum was grown by placing sclerotia on potato dextrose agar (PDA) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis) containing tetracycline (0.005%, wt/vol) and then transferring mycelium to fresh medium to produce active mycelia. Each isolate was maintained on PDA in petri dishes at 27 to 30°C.

Inoculum for the present study consisted of round disks (1 cm in diameter) that were excised from a 3-day-old mycelia culture grown on PDA containing tetracycline (0.005%, wt/vol) in petri dishes. Each petri dish contained 20 ml of PDA. Mycelial discs with a diameter of approximately 7 mm were excised from similar radii in petri dishes to maintain uniformity in virulence. Multiple plates were required to provide sufficient inoculum for each replication.

**Micro-chamber method.** The micro-chamber method initially was conceived and preliminarily developed by Dr. Ali at the Bangladesh Rice Research Institute, Rahshahi, Bangladesh. The micro-chambers were made by removing the screw caps and bottoms of 2- or 3-liter soft drink bottles. Preliminary studies (Y. Jia, unpublished) indicated that the color of the bottle (clear or green) was not critical to the results. Before potting, rice seeds were germinated on moist filter paper in petri dishes for 2 days at 30°C. Three seedlings of similar germination rate were selected and planted at least 3 cm apart in a 15-cm-diameter plastic pot filled with soil obtained from each location’s fields. Soil was first steam sterilized to ensure that the study was not confounded by the presence of soilborne *R. solani* inoculum. Pots were placed in flats containing shallow water (approximately 5 cm) and were watered through holes near their bottoms. Pots were placed in a greenhouse until the three- to four-leaf stage before inoculation. Pots were arranged in a completely random design with the susceptible Lemont and moderate-resistant ‘Jasmine 85’ serving as standards. Each cultivar was represented by three replicate plants per pot per replication. The study was repeated in time in each of the locations. Each seedling was inoculated with a round mycelial disk placed on the base of the stem, assuring that mycelium was in contact with the plant. After inoculation, each pot was covered with a soft drink bottle that was pushed down into the soil to create a seal that allowed the bottle to serve as a micro-humidity chamber. The cap was left off the bottle. Day and night greenhouse temperature averaged 34 and 24°C, respectively, at both locations in the United States and 30 and 21°C, respectively, in Colombia. The inoculated pots were maintained in trays containing water in the greenhouse. Relative humidity was always above 80% within the bottles at all locations.

Lesion development was monitored starting 3 days post inoculation (dpi). At all locations, the plants were evaluated for disease reactions approximately 7 to 10 dpi or when Lemont exhibited a highly susceptible reaction. Diseased seedlings were cut at the ground line and the length of the lesion was measured along with the length of the culm using an electronic digital caliper (ISO 17025; VWR, West Chester, PA) or ruler scale (mm). A disease index was calculated as lesion length divided by plant height and multiplied by 9. Sheath blight micro-chamber inoculations were repeated twice in all locations.

**Field experiments.** The seven cultivars used in the micro-chamber screening test were evaluated under field conditions using *R. solani* isolate RR0140-1 in Stuttgart, AR and TMR-1 in Beaumont, TX. The Stuttgart, AR field studies were planted in May 2005 using a randomized complete block design with four replications. Each three-row plot was bordered with the susceptible cv. Cocodrie to minimize variability between adjacent cultivars. The *R. solani* inoculum was prepared based on the following procedure. Dry sweet corn (40 g) and dry rye grass grain (30 g) were mixed in 1 liter of water and autoclaved for 45 min twice. Mycelial plugs were inoculated in the mixture for 4 to 5 days, and then transferred to a paper bag for producing sclerotia, which were ground and used as inocula. In Beaumont, TX, field plots again consisted of three rows 2.4 m in length, with 18 cm between rows and between plots. Texas plots were not bordered by Cocodrie, but were next to each other. The Texas study consisted of eight replications. Inoculum was an *R. solani*-infected 4:1 mixture of rice hulls: paddy (rough) rice autoclaved twice for 2 h each before infecting. *R. solani* was allowed to grow throughout the mixture for 3 days before it was sprinkled by hand over all field plots. In both locations, rice plants were inoculated at the first internode stage and disease reactions were observed in the center row of the plot approximately 30 days after heading, and showed that ratings at this point in maturity was correlated with disease resistance. Disease was evaluated as visual disease index using a 0-to-9 scale, where 0 to 4 was resistant and >4 was susceptible.

**Data analysis.** The statistical analysis of the disease response was based on a completely randomized design of seven cultivars inoculated with subsamples of a field

![Fig. 1. Symptoms of sheath blight disease detected using micro-chamber method. From left to right: disease reactions of Lemont, susceptible standard; entry 1, Cypress; entry 2, Rosemont; entry 3, Pecos; entry 5, TeQing; entry 4, Cocodrie; and Jasmine 85, moderately resistant standard. Photos were taken 10 days post inoculation from the International Center for Tropical Agriculture, Colombia.](image-url)
isolate. The disease indices could not be compared between locations by analysis of variance because different sheath blight isolates were used due to international quarantine restrictions. Within each location, the significant differences among rice cultivars were compared between the means of disease index using Fisher’s least significant difference test at $P = 0.05$ (STATGRAPHICS Centurion, ver.15.0).

**RESULTS**

Uniform inoculum PDA plugs of actively growing mycelia of *R. solani* from the periphery of the fungal culture resulted in rapid infection and also increased reproducibility of the cultivar response to the pathogen. At all locations, the micro-chamber created a high-humidity environment and suitable temperature for infection to occur. In the summer, chambers were removed when greenhouse temperatures were above 40ºC until temperature dropped. In the winter, disease progress was delayed 2 to 7 days and, consequently, disease reactions were evaluated 2 to 7 days later.

The standard cvs. Jasmine 85 and Lemont produced consistently moderately resistant (index 1.4 to 2.9) and susceptible (index 5.9 to 8.9) reactions, respectively, across the three locations using different *R. solani* isolates in the micro-chamber method (Figs. 1 and 2). In all locations, Pecos was moderately resistant and Rosmont was susceptible. TeQing, known for its moderately resistant reaction in the field (7,11), was more resistant in Texas and Colombia than in Arkansas. cvs. Cocodrie and Cypress, known for their susceptible field reactions (5), tended to be more susceptible at the Arkansas location than in Texas and Colombia (Figs. 1 and 2).

Field experiments in Arkansas and Texas verified the pathogenicity of *R. solani* isolates used in different locations and also confirmed the results of disease reaction of each test cultivar to *R. solani* (Fig. 3). The standard cv. Jasmine 85 was moderately resistant and Lemont was susceptible. In both locations, TeQing and Pecos were resistant whereas Rosmont and Cocodrie were susceptible. Cypress appeared to be more susceptible in Texas field plots than in Arkansas. Disease reactions determined in the field were consistent with reactions found using the micro-chamber method.

**DISCUSSION**

An efficient screening method first observed in Bangladesh was modified to determine cultivar disease responses using adapted germplasm and local *R. solani* isolates. The ability to examine disease reactions to *R. solani* in the greenhouse is a significant improvement over past field methods in terms of developing rapid, efficient response data for breeding and genetics studies. Although the method did...
not prove to be 100% reliable, it was as consistent and reliable as field plot data. An efficient screening method first observed in Bangladesh was modified to determine cultivar responses using adapted germplasm and local \textit{R. solani} isolates. Overall, the greenhouse results ranked the cultivars in the same order, from susceptible to moderate to resistant, as did the field observations, which were themselves consistent with past field observations. Le-mont and Rosemont proved to be highly susceptible across all field and greenhouse tests, whereas Jasmine 85 and Pecos were the most resistant. The difference in suscepti-bility observed between the field and micro-chamber experiments and between the locations for cvs. Cocodrie, Cypress, and TeQing may be due to different resistance mechanisms or gene expressions in the seedling versus mature growth stages. For example, Cocodrie exhibited a susceptible reaction in Colombia when inoculated plants were 50 days old (data not shown). There also could be different genotypic responses to local sheath blight isolates.

Obvious challenges lie ahead in quantifying minor variations of resistance to the sheath blight pathogen that are expected to be observed in traits under polygenic control. Published methods for screening for sheath blight resistance do not completely rule out other variables that often influence disease response, such as activity of mycelia, use of sclerotia, and plant morphology (2,3,10,14–16). A series of methods previously were investigated at the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) with the aim of screening cultivars in less time and saving space. One method involved inoculation of detached leaves with sclerotia (10). Although sclerotia are the natural source of inoculum, they often produce inconsistent results using detached leaf inoculation protocol (P. Singh and Y. Jia, unpublished data). Variable results from using sclerotia may be due to the fact that these are primarily resting structures of the pathogen, isolates vary in the size of sclero-tia that are produced, and differences in germination of sclerotia within a single isolate has been observed commonly (Y. Wamishe and Y. Jia, unpublished data).

In the past, IRRI developed a standard evaluation system for rice sheath blight disease based on relative lesion length, which is the average vertical height of the uppermost lesion expressed as a percentage of the average plant height (4). Evaluating seedlings in micro-chambers may reduce confounding effects of such factors as plant height and plant maturity, which may obscure evidence of the actual disease response of a genotype (7,11). In addition, the current study also demonstrated the importance of using a standardized inoculation procedure. For example, plants initially were inoculated with 3-, 6-, and 10-day-old cultures in preliminary tests, and it was observed that 3-day-old cultures produced the most reproducible infections. Although \textit{R. solani} is considered a major pathogen of rice around the world, identifying genetic sources of resistance has been hindered by the inability to have an efficient and effective screening method. Development of a robust screening system for detecting differential host responses to \textit{R. solani} in the greenhouse opens an opportunity to collect data year round, and significantly enhances the ability to identify genetic sources and breeding progeny resistant to sheath blight disease. Similar to experiments conducted at Zhou et al. (17), speed of mycelial growth and lesion length were used to infer genetic response to the pathogen in this study. Consistency in cultivar responses indicated that the micro-chamber method is able to predict the overall field performance of rice cultivars. The micro-chamber method for sheath blight evaluation has the following advantages over inoculated field nurseries. (i) The entire test requires less than 30 days to complete, which will shorten the time needed for screening for genetic resistance. (ii) The experiment requires relatively little space compared with a field trial, numerous replications can be evaluated, and the variability between replicates is less than in field tests. (iii) Unlike field experiments that are limited to a growing season, greenhouse studies extend the time available for the evaluation of disease reactions and allow increased replications. (iv) Only 5 to 10 g of seed are required for a highly replicated experiment facilitating evaluation at earlier generations in a breeding program. And, (v) since ratings are done on individual plants rather than bulk-seeded field plots, scoring segregating breeding material or mapping populations is more accurate. Even though there are these advantages, it remains to be determined if this method can distinguish moderate levels of resistance as would be expected in a segregating populations used to identify quantitative trait loci controlling resistance to the pathogen. \textit{R. solani} is a widespread pathogen causing disease on a broad host range; therefore, the micro-chamber method used in this study may be suitable for evaluating disease reactions of a number of agronomically important crops.
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